Cleanliness and Disinfection Programme at Wholesale Market in Kuala Lumpur during Covid19
Wholesale Market;

Normal Cleaning is done daily and disinfection is done 3 times a week on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday.
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Wholesale Market Manager discussing with Alam Flora Manager.

The presence of Representative from Kuala Lumpur Fish Wholesalers Association discussing with City Hall of Kuala Lumpur Officer

The team cleaned the floor in the Vegetables Section
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The team cleaned the floor in the Fruit Section

One group comprising five to six man power.

The team used quality material such as “Sodium Hydrochlorite” complete with wearing Personal Protective Equipment for backliners.
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Cleaning was done in Fish Section by Alam Flora team

One of tools being used to support Disinfection Program
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Alam Flora team being supervised by their superior.

Alam Flora team being supervised by their superior.

One of tools being used to support Disinfection Program
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The team from Fire and Rescue Department also participated in cleaning program during Movement Control Order.